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Abstract—In this paper, a spread spectrum based audio 

watermarking method with embedding positions adaption is 

proposed. A method of predominant local pulse (PLP) extraction 

is introduced to adaptively search for suitable embedded positions. 

Embedding watermark information at specific positions can 

reduce the amount of data modifications, thereby suppressing 

signal distortion caused by embedding. In addition, a embedding 

procedure based on spread spectrum, which provides robustness, 

is used in the DCT domain. The method discussed herein can 

embed watermark not only imperceivable but robust under 

common signal processing attacks and some of de-synchronization 

attacks. 

Keywords—audio watermarking, predominant local pulse, 

spread spectrum, copyright protection 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In the past several decades, the Internet have played an 

important and active role in multimedia communication, on the 

other hand, it also has brought inconvenience to the protection 

of multimedia copyright. There are growing appeals for some 

technologies against illegal reproduction. Digital audio 

watermarking that is an efficient scheme for protecting 

copyrights has thus received a large deal of interest [1]. In audio 

watermarking, some information related to copyright is 

imperceptibly embedded into host signal. the embedded 

information is referred as watermark, and the signal containing 

both the host signal and watermark refers to stego signal or 

watermarked signal [2]. A good watermarking method should 

be designed to achieve effective tradeoffs among three 

conflicting objectives of maximizing the capacity of 

information embedding, minimizing distortion between host 

and stego signals, and maximizing the robustness of the 

embedding. Usually, capacity, imperceptibility, robustness are 

used to describe these three objectives. Additionally, there 

should also be high level of security [3]. 

Hitherto, many audio watermarking methods have been 

developed [4-9]. Among these watermarking methods, the 

spread spectrum based methods have superior performance in 

terms of imperceptibility, security, and robustness against 

common signal processing attacks so that have attracted much 

attention from researchers. It is problematic that audio signal is 

impacted by not only common attacks but de-synchronization 

attacks that one introduce misalignments of the watermark 

positions between attacked and original copies. Although many 

works are dedicated to coping with de-synchronization attacks, 

there are some attacks like cropping and time shifting that have 

no effective schemes due to the diversity of de-synchronization 

attacks [10-12]. 

The proposed audio watermarking method of this article 

introduces predominant local pulse extraction in order to 

adaptively search for embedded positions. PLP extraction can 

supply tempo and beat information from audio signal even in 

non-percussive music with soft note onsets or time-varying 

tempo [13]. Then, our work uses a spread spectrum approach to 

embed watermark information into DCT domain behind the 

positions mentioned above. Moreover, due to audio signal 

around those PLP positions tend to have the local highest 

amplitude, according to temporal masking effects, watermarks 

embedded behind PLP positions within 200ms are more 

imperceptible [14]. Additionally, since watermark information 

are embedded only at specific positions, the amount of data 

modifications of this method is 75% less than that of the normal 

spread spectrum method, which characteristic further improves 

the performance of imperceptibility. Because of robustness of 

PLP extraction and anti-interference characteristic of the spread 

spectrum method, the proposed method has distinguished 

robustness under common signal processing attacks and some 

de-synchronization attacks. 

This article is organized as follows. The audio 

watermarking framework proposed this article is presented in 

Section II. Section III shows the experimental results and 

Section IV summarizes and concludes this work. 

II. PROPOSED METHOD 

This section describes the audio watermarking method 

proposed in this study. The first part generally outlines the 

embedding and extraction frameworks of the proposed audio 

watermarking method. Then, the second part elaborates the 

embedding procedure, including PLP extraction, spread 

spectrum based embedding. Next the third part introduces the 

extraction stage. 
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of the proposed method. 

A. Frameworks  

In this study, an audio watermarking method is proposed, 
which is based on a previous spread spectrum watermarking 
method [15], using PLP information adaptively to search for 
suitable embedded positions. The watermark information 
embedding and extraction procedures are respectively illustrated 
in Fig. 1. 

Herein inputs of the embedding procedure contain the orig- 
inal audio signal and a sequence referred as seed. The seed is 

used to generate a pseudo-random matrix denoted as ��  in 

which the rows are orthonormal. Before embedding, PLP 

extraction is used to analyze local tempo and beat information 

of the input audio signal, and extract the position where these 

tempo and beat occurred. Next we get some audio clips behind 

100ms every position extracted by the PLP, and the watermark 

information is embedded into the clips. Then the clips are 

transformed to the discrete cosine transform (DCT) domain, 

and the watermark bits need transfer to pseudo-random 

sequences by utilizing rows of ��. The embedding procedure is 

complete by embedding the pseudo-random sequence 

containing watermarking information into medium area of the 

DCT coefficients. The remaining step is to restore the 

embedded data to a new audio signal. 

When extracting the watermark, there also need an audio 

signal that is suspected to contain a watermark and the seed as 

inputs. The audio is then processed in the same way to obtain 

the audio clips which are subsequently transformed into the 

DCT domain. The pseudo-random matrix �� is generated by the 

seed again, and then embedded watermark can be extracted 

from the DCT coefficients through correlation analysis.  

The next two parts describe each step in detail. 

B. Watermark embedding 

The watermark embedding procedure involves PLP 
extraction, pseudo-random matrix generation, DCT coefficient 
modification. 

1) PLP extraction: Tempo and beat information is features 

related to energy changing in audio signal. Humans 

subconsciously dance when they hear audio with higher 

intensity of that information. Tempo and beat are only related 

to audio samples within the neighborhood, which makes it 

possible for audio watermarking to overcome some de-

synchronous attacks changes the indices of audio samples at 

timeline. For non-percussive audio with soft note onsets or 

time-varying tempo, however, the extraction of tempo and beat 

information becomes difficult. Due to the diversity of audio 

signals, there need be improvement in the applicability of 

tempo and beat information extraction. The PLP extraction 

approach used in this paper is improved by the tempo and beat 

information extraction approaches. the approach proceed in two 

steps. In the first step, changes of audio signal’s energy or 

spectrum are captured and it can be used to derive a so-called 

novelty curve. The approach used in this work is SuperFlux 

[16], which uses mel-scaled spectrogram � for the following 

calculations, ���� = max���, � − 1: � + 1�� �1� 

��� = � � ���, �� − ����� − � , ������
�� �2� 

herein � is an adaptive parameter for suppressing vibrato and 

noise, and ��"� = #$|#|&  is the half rectifier function,  is the 

frame number and � is the frequency bin index. 

In the second step, the novelty curve is analyzed to obtain 

the predominant local pulse curve which reveals the local 

periodic nature of novelty curve. The PLP extraction used in 

this article was proposed by [13]. Firstly, a short-time Fourier 

transform is used to analyze the local periodic structure of the 

novelty curves. The complex Fourier coefficient is denoted by ℱ�(, )�. And then a function is modeled as tempogram. ℱ�(, )� = � ��� *� − (�+,&-./�
� �3� 

1�(, 2� = ℱ �(, 260� �4� 

With *�� is the window function like Hann. And then for 

each time position, the sinusoidal periodicity kernel that best 

explains the local periodic nature of the novelty curve is 

determined. the optimal sinusoidal kernel 67 is defined as 67�� = *� − (� cos ;2< �2760 − =7�> �5� 

where 27 = argmaxB |1�(, 2�|  and =7 =  &- arccos�C��1�7,B��|1�7,B�| � . 

the PLP curve is defined as function Γ: Γ�� = � E� 67��7 F �6� 
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Finally, the indices of the local maximum values of the PLP 

curve as a result of PLP extraction is utilized for watermark 

embedding. 

2) Pseudo-random matrix generation: In order to balance 

the embedding capacity and robustness of this watermarking 

method, we embed multiple, denoted by G, watermark bits into 

one signal segment. the G watermark bits are embedded into 

the signal segment utilizing 2�H  mutually orthogonal pseudo-

random unit vectors. 

Now let us discuss detailly about the generation of these 

vectors. Draw on and combine two existing strategies [9, 15]. 

Let IJ  be a given or randomly generated seed sequence KL , L&, … , L&NHOPQ  with L. ∈ S−1, +1T , U = 1,2, … , 2�H$ , and 

then generate 2�H$ − 1 sequences by shifting the elements of IJ in a circular manner as follows: 

V I = KL&NHOP , L , … , L&NHOP, QI& = KL&NHOP, , L&NHOP , … , L&NHOP,&Q⋮I&NHOP, = KL&, LX, … , L Q �7� 

We form a 2�H$ × 2�H$  matrix �[  of the above 2�H$  

sequences as row vectors. �[ = \IJ] , I ] , … , I&NHOP, ] ^] �8� 

According to the Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization method 

[17], one can generate 2�H$  orthogonal pseudo-random 

sequences which can form matrix �� by orthogonalizing �[ as 

follow. 

`a = Ia − ∑ 〈Ia, `d〉`da, d�JfIa − ∑ 〈Ia, `d〉`da, d�J f �9� 

�� = \`J] , ` ] , … , `&NH, ] ^] �10� 

where h = 0,1, … , 2�H − 1. Since it is not certain whether �[ is 

a non-singular matrix, we get only 2�H  mutually orthogonal 

sequences for embedding G watermark bits. 

These mutually orthogonal sequences referred to ` , `&, … , `&NH,  are not only employed at the embedding 

procedure, but are needed when extraction. So the extraction 

needs to use IJ as input and then to generate these sequences. 

3) DCT coefficient modification: Since it works well in 

practice, we use the same embedding mechanism as Xiang’s 

[15] to embed G watermark bits into host signal by modifying 

the DCT coefficients. Let `7 be the pseudo-random sequence 

associated with the watermark bits, i.j be the segment of DCT 

coefficients, and k.j be the watermarked signal counterpart of i.j. Then, we embed watermark as follow: k.j = i.j + lsign�i.j`7]�`7 �11� 

where l  is a const positive parameter to balance between 

imperceptibility and robustness, and U, o  mean U -th DCT 

coefficients segment of o-th audio clip, and  

sign�"� = p   1, " > 0   0, " = 0−1, " < 0 

We recommend embedding the same watermark bits in each 

clip to improve robustness, while embedding different bits in 

each segment of one clip for capacity. After watermark 

embedding, the signal k��  is constructed from each 

watermarked segments k. and clips related to PLP positions. 

C. Watermark Extraction 

At the extraction stage, we use the seed IJ to extract the 

embedded watermark bits from the received audio ks�� , 

which could be the watermarked audio k�� or the post-attack 

counterpart. Using the approaches same as those of the 

embedding procedure, the PLP extraction and DCT are applied 

on audio ks�� to transform audio to suitable form, and the 

pseudo-random matrix �� is generated from seed IJ. Before the 

extraction, the audio DCT coefficients k.js  and 2�H  pseudo-

random sequences `a  should be ready, we can compute a scalar 

for every U and h as follow: t.a = uk.s`a]u �12� 

herein subscript o  is omitted since we recommend the same 

watermark embedded in each clip. Assume the audio signal has 

not undergone any attacks, and (10) can be rewritten as: t.a = uk.`a]u �13� 

and when h = (, it can detail as: t.7 = u�i. + lsign�i.`7]�`7�`a]u = ui.`a] + lsign�i.`7]�‖`7‖&u �14� 

Since l  and ‖`7‖& = 1  are positive, two terms in the 

absolute value sign have the same sign. So (13) can be rewritten 

as: t.7 = |i.`7]| + l �15� 

In contrast, when h ≠ (,  t.a = xi.`a] + l ; i.`a]ui.`a]u> `7`a]x 
and here are `7`a] = 0, this equation reduces to t.a = ui.`a]u �16� 

Because sequences `a, h = 0,1, … , 2�H − 1  are 

independent of the DCT coefficients segment i. , the term |i.`7]| in (14) and the term ui.`a]u in (15) are comparable. Thus, 

with a proper value of l, a result can be derived: t.7 > t.a , ∀h ≠ ( �17� 

Notice that the larger l here can impair imperceptibility, 

so there exists a trade-off between imperceptibility and 

robustness. As shown in Section 2.2, the sequence which was 

embedded into k. is `7. Therefore, (16) implies that among all t.a , h = 0,1, … , 2�H − 1, the largest one is associated with the 

embedded pseudo-random sequence `7 for everyone U. Based 

on this fact, the index ( of the sequence `7 can be found by (. = argmaxa∈SJ, ,..,&NH, T t.a  = argmaxa∈SJ, ,…,&NH, Tuk.s`a]u �18� 

After finding the (., the embedded watermark bits can be easily 

recognized according to the one-one mapping relationship.  

It should be noted that (17) was derived under the condition 

that the signal was not attacked. In general, the stego audio may 

be attacked intentionally or unintentionally. In this paper, we 

categorize the attacks which can be overcovered by our method 

into common and de-synchronization attacks. the common 

attacks include re-quantization, amplitude scaling, lossy 

compression, adding white Gaussian noise. They can be 

simplified into noise models as follow: k.s = k. + {. �19� 
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TABLE I.  SUMMARY AND DEFINITION OF ATTACKS 

Attack Definition 

Closed-loop no attack 

Requantization 
different quantization level to the stego 

signal 

Amplitude 

scaling 
scaling the amplitude to a different level 

Lossy 

compression 

MP3 or AAC compression with different 

but reasonable bit rates 

Adding white 

Gaussian noise 

reasonable levels of injected noise 

(above 20dB) 

Cropping random cropping 

Time shifting applying a time shift to the audio data 

Cyber 

transmission 

compression, transcoding and 

communication encoding. 

 

where {. is a noise vector introduced by one of these attacks. 

Substituting (18) into (11), it follows t.a = uk.`a] + {.`a]u �20� 

Since {. and `a are mutually independent and the amplitude of {. is usually much smaller than that of k., the impact of {.`a] 

on t.a is too subtle to be ignored. So the proposed method can 

be considered robust for the above common attacks. 

The definitions of de-synchronization attacks have been 

very different among the existing works, which can be seen in 

[3]. A rigorous definition states that these attacks should 

introduce misalignments of the signal positions between 

attacked and original copies. Because PLP positions reveals the 

periodic nature of the audio signal in local energy changes, the 

cropping and shifting attacks cannot change this nature, so the 

method proposed in this article can overcome these two de-

synchronization attacks. 

III. EXPERIMENTS AND EVALUATIONS 

We experimentally evaluated our method in terms of its 

imperceptibility and robustness. Imperceptibility was measured 

in terms of the perceptual evaluation of audio quality (PEAQ) 

[18] and the signal noise ratio (SNR). The PEAQ evaluated the 

speech quality with Objective Difference Grade (ODG), where 

ODG were graded from 0 (imperceptible) to -4 (very annoying). 

The ODG of -2.0 (slightly annoying) was set as the criterion, 

and a higher value means better quality. The SNR measures the 

ratio of host signal energy to watermark energy, and the larger 

the value, the smaller the smaller the watermark energy. The 

SNR of 20dB was set as the criterion. the bit detection rate 

(BDR) which is defined as the ratio between the correctly 

extracted bits and the embedded bits, was selected to evaluate 

robustness. A higher BDR means stronger robustness. 

Additionally, the stego signals were also attacked by some 

attacks, including closed-loop, re-quantization, amplitude 

scaling, lossy compression, adding white gaussian noise, 

cropping, time shifting, and cyber transmission (Weibo) as 

shown in Table 1. 

Since the performance of the proposed method depends on 

its parameters, according to the results of our experiments, 

parameters are shown in Table 2 as detailed. Some parameters  

TABLE II.  PARAMETERS USED IN EXPERIMENTS 

parameters value 

The maximum frequency in the novelty 

curve calculation 

half of the audio 

sample rate 

window width in the novelty curve 2048 

hop length in the novelty curve 512 

window width in the PLP extraction 443 

hop length in the PLP extraction 100 

length of pseudo-random sequence (�d) 2�H$  

number of embedded sequences (��) 32 

length of each audio clip 8 × �� ×  �d 
the beginning point of the modified 

coefficient 
�� × �d 

 

are sensitive to input data. i.e. when the sample rate of input 

audio changing, the window width in PLP extraction needs to 

be adjusted.  

In our experiments, we use 25 randomly selected audio files 

as host signals, including different genres music and audio track 

of movies. In the experiment, the sample rate of these audios 

are 22.5k, and they are all stereo (two-channel). The experiment 

results were calculated on the average of 25 audio signals. 

Python and the audio processing library Librosa [19] were used 

in experiments. 

A. Imperceptibility affected by embedding strength l and 

length of pseudo-random sequence |} 
Since the proposed method only embeds watermarks in 

specific locations and the amount of data modification is 

relatively small, this method has good performance of 

imperceptibility. To check how the embedding strength l and 

length of pseudo-random sequence �d  which means different 

length of watermark bits G affect audio imperceptibility, we 

embed watermarks at different embedding strength l  and 

length of pseudo-random sequence �d , herein l =S0.01, 0.02, 0.04, 0.06, 0.08, 0.1, 0.12, 0.14, 0.16, 0.18, 0.2T , 

and �d = S16, 32, 64, 128, 256T . Fig 2 shows the 

imperceptibility versus embedding strength l  where �d  was 

fixed at 32. And Fig 3 shows the imperceptibility versus length 

of watermark bits �d where l was fixed at 0.04.  

The ODG of PEAQ get worse when l or �d increased, and 

SNR also confirms that as l  or �d  increase, imperceptibility 

becomes worse. The experimental results show that the 

imperceptibility of the proposed method is very advanced.  

B. Robustness affected by embedding strength l and length of 

pseudo-random sequence |} 
The ODG of PEAQ get worse when l or �d increased, and SNR 

also confirms that as l or �d increase, imperceptibility becomes 

worse. The experimental results show that the imperceptibility 

of the proposed method is very advanced. 

Excellent imperceptibility brings concerns about robustness 

to the method users. In experiments, the BDR results as follow 

were used to evaluate the robustness performance as l and G 

increased.  ~�t = �Number of waermarks correctly extractedNumber of watermarks embedded � × 100% 
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Fig. 2. (a) Left. With the increase of embedding strength, ODGs of 

PEAQ reflect that watermarking are more perceptual. However, 

ODG in the experiment the maximum is about 1.2, and when l =0.4, it is only 0.7.  (b) Right. SNR proves that this method has a 

weak effect on the host signal. 

 

 

Fig. 3. (a) Left. As the length of the sequence increases, the perceptual 

quality of audio decreases significantly, as longer sequences 

modify more samples. (b) Right. The change in SNR is more 

pronounced, and it should be noted that the SNR is 13dB, which 

corresponds only to -1.7 ODG. 

 

The settings for the experiment are the same as the above 

mentioned. Fig 4 shows bit detection rate with the increase of  

embedding strength l. Fig 5 shows bit detection rate with the 

increase of length of pseudo-random sequence �d.  
In (14) and (16), it is mentioned that a proper value of l can 

enhance the BDR of the method, as the item ui.`a]u in (10) or 

(14) interferes with watermark extraction, which is called host 

signal interference (HSI). If the value of a is too small, the two 

sides of the inequality sign in (16) cannot be distinguished, and 

then watermark extraction error occurs. In experimental 

scenarios, it is found that the BDR of watermark extraction can  

only be guaranteed when the value of l is greater than the HSI 

(the expectation of the random variable ui.`a]u ). When the 

length of the pseudo-random sequence (embedded sequence) �d 
is 32, the HSI value is less than 0.01 (experimental statistics), 

so watermark bits can be extracted correctly in Fig 4. 

However, as the length of embedded sequence �dincreases, 

the BDR decreases rapidly shown as Fig 5. There are two 

reasons. Firstly, the value of HSI will increase with �d . The 

experimental results estimate that if �d is doubled, the HSI value 

will increase by 4 times. Secondly, The audio clip will also 

become longer with �d . If the length exceeds the interval 

between two PLP positions, it will cause watermark 

interference and even change the novel curve, which will 

completely destroy the robustness.  

According to experimental results, l = 0.04 and �d = 32 

are recommended as default values, where the imperceptibility 

 

Fig. 4. Watermark bits can be extracted correctly on all embedding 

strength l in the experiments due to the absence of attacks. 

 

 

Fig. 5. The length of the embedding sequence increases, significantly 

reducing the accuracy of extraction. 

TABLE III.   BDR OF THE PROPOSED METHOD AND THE METHODS IN [10, 
15] 

Attacks 

BDR(%) 

[10] [15] 
proposed 

method 

Closed-loop 100 100 100 

Requantization 100 100 100 

Lossy 

compression 
96.7 98.4 100 

amplitude 

scaling 
100 100 100 

AWGN(15dB) 100 100 100 

AWGN(5dB) 88.7 89.4 94.6 

Cropping 52.6 69.8 100 

Time shifting 63.7 73.7 100 

Cyber 

transmission 
87.3 85.2 100 

 

and robustness are both satisfactory. 

C. Robustness under different attacks 

Finally, we compare the robustness of the proposed method 

with the methods in [10] and [15] under common attacks and 

some of de-synchronization attacks including cropping and 

time shifting. Table 3 presents the BDR of among methods 

against attacks. It can be seen that the proposed method can 

extract the watermark bits with little bit errors while the 

methods in [10] and [15] perform poorly under de-

synchronization attacks even though they also have excellent 
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performance under common attacks. The attack named cyber 

transmission is uploading audio files to social networks (Weibo)  

and then downloading them at another client, which simulates 

the piracy spread.  

It can be seen that the proposed method has excellent 

performance of robustness in both common attacks and two 

types of de-synchronization attacks, and also has good 

performance in cyber transmissions. 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

We described a watermarking method for audio signals 

based on spread spectrum and predominant local pulse 

extraction. In this method, watermark bits firstly transform to 

pseudo-random sequences and then are embedded into DCT 

coefficients segments of each audio signal clips. The 

experimental results show that this method possesses good 

performance of imperceptibility as well as excellent robustness 

under common attacks and two types of de-synchronization 

attacks.  
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